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SPL MONSTER,
EXTREME PRESSURE
AND POWER
The Elettromedia R&D experience, combined with the use of the most advanced
technologies enabled the Hertz team to build subwoofers with explosive SPL
performance; created to dominate in competition.
The MM 15.1 UNLIMITED moving assembly and MG 15 Bass are designed
for true SPL competitors and their valuable Teams. Compared to the other
SPL subwoofers, they stand out not only for the “quantity” of emitted sound
pressure, but also for the “quality” of low frequency range reproduction, true
to the Hertz tradition.

Hertz SPL Monster MM 15.1 UNLIMITED
+ MG 15 BASS mobile group

With the 2016 edition, MG 15 Bass has been improved thanks to the ongoing
research and feedback we welcome from the competition field! The double
Symmetrical Spider system, the high density foam surrounds and water
repellent pressed paper cone allows perfect control even at extreme pressure
levels. The massive four-layer aluminium voice coil and a proprietary vented
cooling system ensure a power handling of 8000 W.
Thanks to the high magnetic permeability plates and the massive double
magnet assemblies the MM 15.1 UNLIMITED reaches performance not even
imaginable with traditional designs.

RMA - Removable Moving Assembly
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The innovative RMA (Removable Moving Assembly) provides the ability to
replace the entire mobile assembly (MG 15 BASS) in a few seconds, without
removing the speaker from its mounting position.
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MM 15.1
UNLIMITED
SUBWOOFER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Component

Subwoofer Motor Group

1.
2.

Size

mm (in.)

380 (15)

Magnet size
Dxdxh

3.

mm
(in.)

2 x 230 x 25
(2 x 9.1 x 1)

4.

Total driver displacement

kg (lb.)

9,2 (561)

Magnet

Double magnet,
High density flux ferrite

Weight of one component*

kg (lb.)

High magnetic permeability plates provide constant, even flux.
Large double magnet; for perfect control under high power, very
high excursion conditions for top SPL performance.
Internally reinforced basket, protected from abrasions with high
resistance paint.
Basket and motor are coupled and damped with a special epoxy glue.

22,9 (50.5)

*Motor group included

399 mm
350 mm
256 mm
209 mm

15.7 in.
13.8 in.
10.1 in.
8.3 in.
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MG 15 BASS

NED
DESIG SPL
FOR IASTS
S
U
ENTH

SUBWOOFER

8000 W
2016 UPGRATED EDITION
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Component

Subwoofer Mobile Group

Size
Power Handling

mm (in.)

380 (15)

W peak

8000

W continuos 2000

Impedance

Ω

1+1

Frequency Response

Hz

28 ÷ 700

Voice Coil Ø

75 (3)

Cone

Water-repellent,
pressed paper

Weight of one component kg (lb.)

1,3 (2.87)

*Xmech

38 (1.49)

mm (in.)

*X-mech: maximum mechanical excursion it indicates the motion range in the
speaker linear functioning area, in both ways.

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS
D

mm

334

Xmax

mm

20

Re*

Ω

2,1

Fs

Hz

35

Vas

I

46

Mms

g

421

Cms

mm/N

0,05

BL

T •m

18,8

Qts

0,53

Qes

0,55

Qms

10,5

Spl

dB

94

The Hertz SPL Monster MG 15 BASS mobile group is the ideal solution for
users looking for a very deep bass, with limitless excursion and thus capable
of generating an amazing undistorted high pressure. The specific electroacoustic parameters have been developed to maximize performance during
“Bass Wars”, but they also ensure excellent results in terms of pure pressure
for SPL contests. As in Formula One pit-stops, The RMA system allows for a
swift replacement of the MG 15 BASS mobile group to guarantee a superlative
performance throughout the whole competition.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

RMA: Removable Mobile Assembly for durable performance level during 		
competition.
Four-layer CCAW voice coil, wound on TIL-P support with venting holes, a fibermixed material providing high thermal and mechanic resistance.
Voice coil winding treated with a special thermal paint lowering the working 		
temperature by 30% and reducing mechanical stress.
DSS-2: Double Symmetrical Spider featuring a progressive roll. Each pair of 		
spiders is coupled with silicon glue, for a limitless power handling.
Back vented spider support, avoiding air compression during wide excursion.
Reduced contact resistance connections with 8 AWG cables soldered directly to
the leadwires.
Flat textile-waved ultra-low resistance leadwires integrated into the spider for
unparalleled conductivity.
High-density large foam surround, ensuring high efficiency thanks to low 		
weight and undistorted pressure even under extreme excursions.
Water-repellent pressed paper cone.

RMA
Removable
Moving
Assembly
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*Series coils specification
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SPL SHOW:
ACOUSTIC PRESSURE
GENERATORS
A complete response to those who crave a system especially designed for
punishing Sound Pressure Level (SPL), even for the new phenomena of “open
door” monsters! Here it is: Hertz SPL Show!
The Hertz SPL Show line offers a full complement of components developed
for the enthusiasts who are used to powerful sound systems, but desire an
even more involving and overwhelming sound.

Mid-Bass SV 250.1
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3D section of SPL Show ST 25 tweeter

The 25 mm ST 25 and the 35 mm ST 35, tweeters with CCAR (Copper Clad
Aluminium Ribbon) voice coil, feature an extra-light aluminium membrane
with high thermal dissipation. An extremely powerful neodymium magnet is
employed along with a highly efficient compression loading horn, designed
for maximum high frequency acoustic pressure. The ST 44 tweeter shares
the same technology as the ST 25 and the ST 35; adding a 44 mm (1.73 in.)
voice coil and a powerful ferrite magnet, creating maximum SPL in extreme
installations.
The 165 mm SV 165.1, 200 mm SV 200.1 and 250 mm SV 250.1 midranges are
also enriched with copper poles, double-wave surrounds to sustain linearity
even under extreme excursion and an Ultra Light paper cone. A proprietary
V-cone® constructed from pulp with cotton fiber as well as Lossless Polymer
Rubber Surround are found with the SV 200L, offering a powerful low frequency
response as well as the best off-axis dispersion.
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NEW SPL SHOW
SUBWOOFER

3D section of SS 15 D2 SPL Show subwoofer

Push connectors

TWO NEW AUTHENTIC ACOUSTIC
PRESSURE GENERATORS NOW ADDED
TO THE SPL SHOW FAMILY!
The SS 12 D2 and SS 15 D2 subwoofers featuring 30 cm (12 in.) and 38 cm (15 in.)
cones respectively are eager to thrill the enthusiasts with their power.
The suspension system reinforced with progressive double-layer spiders keeps
the performance constant over time, especially in the heavy use typical of Bass
Wars events.
Heat dissipation is essential for this type of use and has been maximized
thanks to an accurate design. The use of a robust 75 mm (3 in.) dual winding (2 +
2 Ω) voice coil developed in 4-layer configuration on a support with venting holes
allows the SS 12 D2 and SS 15 D2 to manage respectively the impressive 2000
W and 2400 W peak power! The basket has been designed for optimal thermal
dissipation and high mechanical resistance.
The non-pressed paper cone with the addition of cotton fiber is the ideal
compromise between stiffness and lightness, essential for a high sensitivity
value. Suspension and leadwires are oversized to withstand the very high
excursions generated by the massive ferrite engine.
Push connectors accept cables with cross-section up to 12 AWG, for a practical
and safe connection, suitable for the high currents involved.

THE NEW SPL SHOW SUBWOOFERS KNOCK
DOWN ANY LIMITS TO FUN, LEAVING ROOM
FOR MUSIC ONLY!
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New SS 12 D2 and SS 15 D2 SPL Show subwoofers

